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A B S T R A C T

Power-to-fuel systems via solid-oxide electrolysis are promising for storing excess renewable electricity by ef-
ficient electrolysis of steam (or co-electrolysis of steam and CO2) into hydrogen (or syngas), which can be further
converted into synthetic fuels with plant-wise thermal integration. Electrolysis stack performance and durability
determine the system design, performance, and long-term operating strategy; thus, solid-oxide electrolyzer based
power-to-fuels were investigated from the stack to system levels. At the stack level, the data from a 6000-h stack
testing under laboratory isothermal conditions were used to calibrate a quasi-2D model, which enables to predict
practical, isothermal stack performance with reasonable accuracy. Feasible stack operating windows meeting
various design specifications (e.g., specific syngas composition) were further generated to support the selection
of operating points. At the system level, with the chosen similar stack operating points, various power-to-fuel
systems, including power-to-hydrogen, power-to-methane, power-to-methanol (dimethyl ether) and power-to-
gasoline, were compared techno-economically considering system-level heat integration. Several operating
strategies of the stack were compared to address the increase in stack temperature due to degradation. The
modeling results show that the system efficiency for producing H2, methane, methanol/dimethyl ether and
gasoline decreases sequentially from 94% (power-to-H2) to 64% (power-to-gasoline), based on a higher heating
value. Co-electrolysis, which allows better heat integration, can improve the efficiency of the systems with less
exothermic fuel-synthesis processes (e.g., methanol/dimethyl ether) but offers limited advantages for power-to-
methane and power-to-gasoline systems. In a likely future scenario, where the growing amount of electricity
from renewable sources results in increasing periods of a negative electricity price, solid oxide electrolyser based
power-to-fuel systems are highly suitable for levelling the price fluctuations in an economic way.

1. Introduction

High-temperature electrolysis via solid oxide cells is promising for
energy storage and production of synthetic fuels via power-to-x con-
cepts [1]. With solid-oxide electrolyzer (SOE), excess renewable elec-
tricity can be efficiently converted to energy carriers such as hydrogen
via electrolysis of steam (SE) or synthesis gas (syngas, H2 + CO) via co-
electrolysis (CE) of steam and CO2. The produced hydrogen or syngas
could be further processed to easy-to-store and -distribute synthetic
methane (METH) or liquid fuels, particularly, methanol (MeOH), di-
methyl ether (DME) and gasoline (GASO). These fuels can be either
used in the transportation sector [2–4] or converted back into

electricity to address peak demand [5]. Unlike conventional alkaline or
proton exchange membrane based low-temperature electrolysis, SOE
offers high electrical efficiency, and uniquely allows co-electrolysis of
steam and CO2, and the opportunity of thermal integration with in-
dustrial processes, e.g., fuel-synthesis processes.
The SOE technology for producing hydrogen, carbon monoxide, or

syngas has developed rapidly in recent years, from material-, cell- and
stack-levels [6,7], to system levels on design [8–10], demonstration
[11,12] and operation [13], to product and business levels for com-
mercialization [14–16]. Novel or improved material systems to over-
come the critical issues of state-of-the-art yttria-stabilized-zirconia
(YSZ) - La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 (LSM) system on, e.g., carbon surface
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deposition, contaminant poisoning, have been advanced [17] with
continuous fundamental understanding on physical-chemical phe-
nomena in these heterogeneous electrochemical materials at a micro-
structure level [18–20]. Cells and stacks have been characterized and
tested for durability [21] under various conditions (e.g., dynamic re-
newable-power profile, contaminant type and concentrations), and
iteratively improved [22,23] with the aid of different modeling activ-
ities [24] to enhance the stacks’ robustness, manufacturability, effi-
ciency and cost-viability [25,26]. Steam electrolysis to produce H2 for
various applications, e.g., energy storage [27], biogas upgrading
[15,28], urban energy system [29,30] and industrial coupling [31], has
been well demonstrated with the development of critical system com-
ponents, e.g., methanation reactor [32] and thermal-driven oil-free gas
re-circulator [33]. Despite these advances, cost reduction and lifespan
enhancement are still the major focus to be affordable for wide de-
ployment.
The durability of SOE stacks under steam electrolysis has been in-

vestigated by a number of groups, at 650–850 °C and at current den-
sities of up to 0.8 A/cm2 [34–44]. All these tests were reported below
4000 h, except the following two longest: (1) up to 9000 h test on a
Topsoe Fuel Cell 25-cell stack (assembled in 2012) at 750 °C and
0.57–0.72 A/cm2, showing a degradation of 2%/1000 h (%/kh) [42],
and (2) over 10 000 h test on a SOLIDpower 6-cell short stack at below
750 °C and 0.5–0.6 A/cm2, concluding a degradation rate of below
0.5%/kh [45]. However, the information on the durability of SOE
stacks running in CE remains scarce. Recent CE tests reported were
based on the stacks from Haldor Topsoe: (1) an over 1000 h test on a
10-cell stack at 800 °C and 0.75 A/cm2 with no notable degradation
after 1000 h [41], and (2) a 6000 h test on a 8-cell stack at 750 °C and
0.25–0.5 A/cm2 [46], which will be further introduced later.
Critical challenges to cope with stack degradation at the system

level may not be identified from existing experience, since most de-
monstrations are employed for proof-of-concept purpose but not for
testing long-term operation. The design and sizing of components,
particularly, the heat exchangers of the balance of plant (BoP), are
based on initial mass and energy balance. It has not yet been reported
how the system efficiency and stack operation changes with degrada-
tion.
Importantly, there have been no previous studies which combine

long-term stack performance and system modeling to address various
issues related to feasible stack operation, design-point selection, techno-
economic performance, and long-term operating strategy at the system
level of various power-to-fuel systems for producing H2, METH, MeOH,
DME and GASO. More specifically, this study focuses on the following
points:

• feasible stack operating maps/windows for both SE and CE to fa-
cilitate design-point selection,
• comprehensive and fair comparison of techno-economic perfor-
mance of power-to-fuels, and
• preliminary investigation of stack/system long-term operating
strategy regarding degradation.

The paper is organized as follows: The stack and the experimental
conditions are first introduced in section 2. Then, state-of-the-art
power-to-fuel systems are described and reviewed with industrial ex-
periences and knowledge, followed with brief information on compo-
nent and system modeling (section 3.2). Afterwards, the stack-level
investigation is performed in section 4.1 to identify the practical op-
erating window of the stack (section 4.1.2). The considered power-to-
fuel systems are then evaluated comprehensively with similar stack
operating points (section 4.2.1) from technical (section 4.2.2) and
economic (section 4.2.3) viewpoints. Subsequently, long-term oper-
ating strategies are investigated in section 4.3 to cope with the thermal
management issue due to stack degradation. Finally, the conclusions
are drawn in section 5.

2. Testing of solid-oxide cell stack

The stack tested was an experimental short stack (Delta-design)
produced by Topsoe Fuel Cell with the 2014-design: 8 planar type Ni/
yttria stabilized zirconia electrode supported cells. Each cell is com-
posed of a Ni/YSZ support, a Ni/YSZ active fuel electrode, an YSZ
electrolyte, and a strontium and cobalt co-doped lanthanum ferrite/
gadolinia doped ceria oxygen electrode with a barrier layer at the
electrolyte-and-oxygen-electrode interface. The active area of each cell
is approximately 87.7 cm2 with a footprint of 12×12 cm2. Further
details about the cells can be found elsewhere [47,48]. The cells were
connected by interconnects made of Crofer22APU with a protective
coating on both sides, which forms 8 serial repeating units (SRUs).
The stack was reduced at 800 °C, by supplying a mixture of H2 and

N2 to the Ni/YSZ electrode compartment. Hereafter, the stack perfor-
mance was characterized by performing DC polarization (iV) curves at
800, 750, and 700 °C, with either H2O/H2 (50/50) or CO2/H2O/H2 (45/
45/10) fed to the Ni/YSZ electrode (cathode in the SOE mode) com-
partment and pure oxygen to the oxygen electrode (anode in SOE
mode) compartment. The detailed conditions are listed in Table 1. The
following gasses from Air Liquide were used in the study: pure O2 of
industrial grade, ≥ 99.5%; hydrogen, N30, ≥99.9%; CO2≥99.7%.
The performance of the stack has been discussed in detail in Ref. [46]
and is employed for model calibration discussed in section 4.1.1.
It should be noted that a full-sized Delta stack at the time included

50 SRUs. In 2014, Topsoe introduced a next generation stack design,
which addresses several issues with the Delta design. The new design,
called TSP, includes 75 cells, a larger cell active area, lower degradation
rates and improved robustness. Data demonstrating the improved per-
formance and robustness of the TSP stack are available [49,50].

3. SOE-based power-to-fuel systems

3.1. System description and considerations

This paper focuses on the applications of both SE and CE to produce
gaseous and liquid fuels, i.e., H2, METH, MeOH, DME and GASO. The
SOE is employed only with oxygen sweep via anode gas recirculation so
that pure oxygen can be produced as a by-product. The technical

Table 1
List of conditions for characterizing stack performance (iV measurements) and long-term durability testing [46].

Measurement type Temp., °C Gasses to Ni/YSZ Oxygen to LSCF/CGO

Composition Total flow, sccm/cm2 Total flow, sccm/cm2

iV1 800 H2O/H2 (50/50) 12.44 5.70
iV2 800 CO2/H2O/H2 (45/45/10) 6.21 2.85
iV3 750 CO2/H2O/H2 (45/45/10) 6.21 2.85
iV4 700 CO2/H2O/H2 (45/45/10) 6.21 2.85
iV5 750 CO2/H2O/H2 (45/45/10) 4.97 2.85
iV6 750 CO2/H2O/H2 (45/45/10) 9.59 2.85
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realization of gas recirculation at both cathode and anode sides is out of
the scope of this paper. In addition, CO2 sources are not considered
here, since the energy consumption, the CO2 purity, type and con-
centration of contaminants in the CO2 flow depend on the source of CO2
and the employed capture technology.
Only the conceptual designs are evaluated to compare and position

the considered applications. Therefore, heat exchanger network is not
designed in detail, but its performance is estimated with classical heat
cascade calculation, as described in section 1 in the supporting in-
formation.

3.1.1. Power-to-hydrogen
For power-to-hydrogen (PtH) system (shown in Fig. 1), deminer-

alized water (1) is vaporized and superheated (3) to mix with the
cathode recirculation (10) as the reactant feed, which ensures a certain
amount of H2 (usually 10 vol%) in the feed flow to avoid re-oxidation of
Ni-YSZ [51]. The fed steam (5) will be electrolyzed up to a conversion
of 85–90%, a value to avoid reactant starvation, which may cause cell
damages. The outlet gas mixture (6) will be cooled with water knock-
out (9). The remaining gas (11) will be compressed and processed
usually by a pressure swing adsorption unit (PSA) to obtain fuel-grade
dry H2 (over 99.999 vol%), which is further compressed to 350 bar for
light vehicles.
The anode sweep oxygen (13) is fed to the SOE to carry out the

produced oxygen and for thermal management purpose. During start-
up, the sweep oxygen (13) should come from additional oxygen storage,
while during normal operation, it should be recirculated from the anode
outlet (15). The remaining oxygen (17) becomes a by-product of the
system. Note that the anode gas can also be air, thus avoiding the
storage of oxygen.

3.1.2. Power-to-methane
For carbon fuel production, both PtH via SE and power-to-syngas

via CE are considered to prepare suitable feedstocks for the fuel-
synthesis processes, as illustrated in Fig. 2. For the SE, CO2 is fed via
(18) into the fuel-synthesis subsystem, while for the CE it is fed to the
SOE via (20-21-22) by mixing with steam feed (3) and recirculated
cathode gas (10). For the CE, the flow rates of CO2 (20) and steam (1)
are adjusted together with the controllable operating variables of the
SOE to obtain a gas composition (12) suitable for downstream fuel
synthesis.
For the methanation of carbon oxides (200–550 °C, 5–30 bar)

[53–55], the active reactions are CO2 methanation (Eq. (1)), CO me-
thanation (Eq. (2)) and reverse water-gas shift reaction (RWGS, Eq.
(3)):

+ + °

=

HCO 4 H CH 2 H O , (25 C)

165 kJ/mol
2(g) 2(g) 4(g) 2 (g)

Eq. 1

+ + ° =HCO 3 H2 CH4 H O , (25 C) 206 kJ/mol(g) (g) (g) 2 (g)

Eq. 2

+ + ° =HCO H CO H O , (25 C) 41 kJ/mol2(g) 2(g) (g) 2 (g) Eq. 3

The limiting factors are the kinetics or chemical equilibrium [54].
Available literature focus mainly on catalysts (e.g., Ni or Ru with Al2O3
or TiO2 supports [56]) and reaction mechanisms (e.g. Refs. [57–60]),
on reactor design/operation (e.g. Refs. [61,62]), and on reactor systems
(e.g. Refs. [54,63]). Available concepts of catalytic methanators [63]
include isothermal or adiabatic fixed-bed, fluidized-bed, or structured
reactors. Adiabatic fixed-bed reactors are the most mature with low
complexity and high flexibility; however, the peak temperature may
reach very high values immediately after the reactions start [32,64],
thus limiting the single-pass conversion. Adiabatic fixed-bed reactor
systems usually connect 2–5 reactors in series [15,54,63,65] with inter-
stage water knock-out. To reduce system complexity and enhance
single-pass conversion, isothermal reactor concepts are under in-
vestigation [15,61] with various schemes of staged CO2 feed [54] and
cooling [66,67]. It is, however, not possible to use external, jacketed
cooling to establish evenly distributed temperature profiles; therefore,
internal cooling (e.g., with water [61]) has been employed for more
effective heat removal from the reaction zone. Another added value of
internal cooling is the direct internal steam generation for the stack,
which could also enhance the cooling effect via two-phase flow. Such a
direct internal steam-generation scheme is currently experimentally
investigated by some of the co-authors to achieve a stable steam supply
for the stack. This scheme is the most attractive reactor concept for the
SOE-based power-to-methane (PtMETH). The possible thermal coupling
and the intrinsic high electrolysis efficiency allows to achieving un-
iquely high system efficiency of ideally over 80% or even 90% on an
HHV basis, depending on the stack operating modes and points [68].
This high system efficiency might not be achieved by using other
cooling schemes. Thus, this paper considers the isothermal methanation
reactor.
The compact methanation subsystem proposed in Ref. [9] is illu-

strated in Fig. 2. The hydrogen-rich gas mixture (23) is heated up to
240 °C (25), depending on the catalysts employed, to start the reactions.
For steam-electrolysis, H2 from electrolysis (12) and CO2 (19) are fed
stoichiometrically (H2/CO2= 4) into the methanator. For CE, stream
(19) is not used, since syngas with the recommended composition (a
molar-fraction based ratio M = (H2 - CO2)/(CO + CO2) of 3 [69]) is
obtained directly from the stack via (12). The product (26, a gas mix-
ture of H2, CO, CO2, CH4 and H2O) is then cooled down under the
process pressure (4–30 bar) with water knock-out, before entering an

Fig. 1. The power-to-hydrogen system with oxygen as the sweep gas. Heat exchanger network is not explicitly designed but its performance is estimated with
classical heat-cascade calculation described elsewhere, e.g., Ref. [52]. The final hydrogen pressure is assumed to be 350 bar.
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upgrading module to obtain desired methane purities (e.g., 98 vol% for
transportation fuel).
Membrane-based upgrading module is preferred for compact system

designs, because of available commercial polymer membranes [70].
Considering cost, selectivity and permeability among various mem-
branes of organic polymers and non-organic materials, the highly-se-
lective polyimide membrane was employed.

3.1.3. Power-to-methanol
MeOH synthesis reaction (220–300 °C, 50–100 bar) is less exo-

thermic than methanation reactions:

+ + ° =HCO 3 H CH OH H O , (25 C) 50 kJ/mol2(g) 2(g) 3 (g) 2 (g)

Eq. 4

+ ° =HCO 2 H CH OH , (25 C) 91 kJ/mol(g) 2(g) (g) (g) Eq. 5

+ + ° =HCO H CO H O , (25 C) 41 kJ/mol2(g) 2(g) (g) 2 (g) Eq. 6

Over 300 °C, the catalysts (e.g., commercial Cu/ZnO/Al2O3 [71]) may
be permanently damaged, due to sintering and fusion [72].
Currently, MeOH is synthesized from syngas, obtained by the steam

reforming of methane. Alternatively, MeOH can be produced with the
aid of co-electrolysis of CO2 and H2O [73]. However, the adaptation to
CO2 feedstock faces new challenges in the development, testing and
scale-up of catalysts, as well as the corresponding process design and
optimization [74]. Due to slow kinetics compared to the methanation
reactor, MeOH synthesis reactor can be adiabatic or isothermal with
relatively easy temperature control [75] to ensure a peak temperature
below 300 °C [74]. Therefore, the reactor system is rather simple with
one adiabatic or shell-and-tube reactor, and with/without gas re-
circulation [76–80].
The methanolization of carbon oxides follows three stages [81], as

shown schematically in Fig. 3. Raw feed gas is first compressed by
multi-stage compressors. The gas compositions are for SE (CO2 me-
thanolization), H2 (12)/CO2 (19)= 3, while for CE (syngas methano-
lization), (H2 - CO2)/(CO + CO2)= 2 by the stream (12). Secondly, the
pressurized feed mixture (23) is heated up and reacted for MeOH.
Thirdly, the product gas mixture (26) of H2, CO, CO2, CH3OH and H2O
is cooled down to separate the unreacted gas (28) and liquid (29, H2O
and CH3OH mixture), which is further heated up to 80 °C (35) and
purified in a distillation column under near atmospheric pressure (e.g.,
2–4 bar) in order to obtain a fuel-grade MeOH (36, over 98 vol%). The
unreacted gas (28) is recycled via (30) with a small (1% [80]) flare gas
(31) to avoid the accumulation of inert gases. A more detailed MeOH
synthesis process can be found elsewhere, e.g., Refs. [79,82–84].

3.1.4. Power-to-DME
DME can be synthesized directly from syngas [85,86], or H2 and

CO2 [87,88] at 20–50 bar and 200–260 °C with hybrid bifunctional
catalysts [89,90] combining CuO/ZnO/Al2O3 for MeOH synthesis with
Al2O3 or (H-)ZSM-5 for MeOH dehydration. Direct DME synthesis is
commercially available but less mature in terms of catalyst develop-
ment and multi-functional reactor design, and therefore, is not con-
sidered further here.
The well-known, mature DME synthesis is dehydration of pure

MeOH with -Al2O3 as the catalyst:

+ ° =H2 CH OH CH OCH H2O(g), (25 C) 21 kJ/mol3 (g) (g) 3(g)

Eq. 7

Fig. 2. Schematic of SOE based power-to-methane system with oxygen as the sweep gas (adjusted from Ref. [9]). The membrane module is designed to achieve a
methane purity (over 98 vol%) for transportation use. The dashed box is not repeated in Figs. 3, Figs. 4 and 5.

Fig. 3. Schematic of the methanol synthesis process. The hydrogen/syngas
production process illustrated in Fig. 2 is not repeated but only the bridging
streams 12 and 19 are highlighted. Methanol purity achieved is over 98 vol%.
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The slightly-exothermic reaction is equilibrium limiting, thus an
adiabatic reactor can best handle the synthesis with proper reaction
conditions, process and control [91]. The typical reactor inlet tem-
perature is 250–360 °C to achieve per-pass MeOH conversion of
70–85% [74]. The technology providers include Haldor Topsøe, Lurgi,
Toyo, MGC and JFE Holdings.
For a first evaluation of SOE based power-to-DME (PtDME), a basic

two-stage process of subsequent MeOH synthesis and dehydration is
used for indirect DME synthesis as illustrated in Fig. 4. For MeOH
synthesis, the recommended composition of feed gases, and reactor
conditions have been introduced in section 3.1.3. The crude MeOH (35)
is mixed with the recycled DME/MeOH (43) and is separated in a dis-
tillation column to obtain high-purity MeOH (37). The subsequent DME
reactor performs MeOH dehydration. The mixture of DME/MeOH/H2O
(40) is further separated for DME product (over 98 vol%) and unreacted
MeOH is recycled by (42).

3.1.5. Power-to-gasoline
Different routes are available for carrying out power-to-gasoline

(PtGASO) conversion. One approach is to produce syngas using SOE as
outlined in Fig. 2, and convert the obtained syngas into hydrocarbons
using Fischer-Tropsch synthesis [92]. This approach will be used in a
demonstration project in Norway, including CO2 air capture, steam
electrolysis using SOE and a Fischer-Tropsch reactor [93]. The project is
expected to be starting in 2020 with an annual production of 10 million
liters of gasoline and a targeted price of less than 2 €/litre [94].
An alternative route to converting syngas into gasoline is to use

MeOH as an intermediate in the MeOH-to-gasoline (MtGASO) process,
typically using zeolite catalysts (e.g., ZSM-5). MtGASO first coverts
MeOH to DME and then DME to gasoline, which passes through a
complex upgrading process. In this paper, only the MtGASO route is
considered, since (1) the process for PtGASO can be simply extended
from the PtMeOH/DME process, thus making different conceptual
power-to-fuel scenarios easily comparable, and (2) combining PtMeOH
and MtGASO allows co-production of the two important fuels and even
DME.
The formation of hydrocarbons in the MtGASO process is a complex

network of numerous reactions, but the most important mechanism is

Fig. 4. Schematic of DME synthesis and upgrading from methanol pathway. The hydrogen/syngas production process illustrated in Fig. 2 is not repeated, but only the
bridging streams 12 and 19 are highlighted. The DME product purity is expected to be over 98 vol%.

Fig. 5. Schematic of gasoline synthesis and purification from methanol pathway. The hydrogen/syngas production process illustrated in Fig. 2 is not repeated, but
only the bridging streams 12 and 19 are highlighted. The major product is gasoline, represented by C7 chemicals, with liquefied petroleum gas as the by-product.
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the formation of the monomer [CH2], which sets the starting point for
the polymerization reactions. The [CH2] monomers then polymerize to
longer paraffins, olefins and oxygenated hydrocarbons. The dehydra-
tion of MeOH and DME for gasoline occur as follows:

+n CH OH n [CH ] n H O3 2 2 Eq. 8

+n CH OCH n 2[CH ] n H O3 3 2 2 Eq. 9

The overall reaction can be represented by.

+ + + +
+

>Oxygenates (MeOH/DME) C C C C H O
Heat
1 2 3 4 5 6 2

Eq. 10

with C5 as LPG and C>6 as gasoline (typically C7H16). State-of-the-art
commercial technology can derive high-quality product, with 85% ga-
soline and 11–13% liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) of the total product
stream [95]. In fact, since the 1980s to cope with the oil crisis, com-
mercial MtGASO processes have been proven by many companies, e.g.,
Haldor Topsøe A/S, ToyoEngineering Ltd., ExxonMobil Research and
Engineering Co, Air Liquide, S.A. or JFE Holding Inc. A large com-
mercial plant employing MtGASO (Topsoe Improved Gasoline Synth-
esis) to produce 15 500 bbl/day synthetic gasoline [96] will start op-
eration in 2019. Current research activities focus on catalyst
development [97–100] and process improvement [101,102].
For the PtGASO to be evaluated, a simplified two-stage gasoline

synthesis is considered with gasoline synthesis and upgrading, as illu-
strated in Fig. 5, following [103]. The MeOH synthesis process is the
same as given in Fig. 3. For MtGASO, the obtained crude MeOH (35) is
pumped up to 23 bar (36), vaporized and superheated to 297 °C (65),
and fed to an adiabatic fixed-bed DME reactor, in which MeOH is
converted to an equilibrium mixture of MeOH, DME and H2O (37). The
mixture at 22 bar then enters the gasoline reactor for MeOH and DME
dehydration.
For the complex product recovery and upgrade process, the

MtGASO effluent (39) is first separated into water (41), crude gasoline
(43) and gas streams (42). The condensed crude gasoline (43) then
enters product recovery and is fractionated in the de-ethanizer, where
the light hydrocarbons C1-C3 are separated at the top via (45) to the
absorber and the C7-rich mixture (46) enters the stabilizer. The stabi-
lizer further separates the LPG-rich stream (47) and stabilized gasoline
(48), part of which (49) is recycled back to the absorber and the re-
maining (60) becomes heavy gasoline. The LPG-rich stream (47) passes
through the alkylation reactor and then a column to obtain the final
LPG (57) as the main by-product by separating the C4 hydrocarbons
out, since too much C4 hydrocarbons, especially isobutene, can cause
the Reid vapor pressure to exceed allowable limits. Finally, the re-
covered light gasoline (62) is mixed with the heavy gasoline (61) as the

major gasoline product (64).

3.2. System modeling

The key components to be modelled for the processes described in
section 3.2 are (1) the stack, (2) reactor, (3) distillation column, and (4)
heat exchanger network. The stack and process modeling of the stack
subsystem has been discussed in detail in Ref. [68]. The reactors are
modelled either with chemical equilibrium or semi-empirical data (for
gasoline synthesis reactor). All distillation columns are modelled rig-
orously and heat exchanger network is estimated, for a conceptual
design investigation, with mathematically-formulated heat cascade
calculation developed and employed elsewhere, e.g., Refs.
[52,84,104–106]. More details on the modeling and technology speci-
fications can be found in section 1 of the supporting information.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Stack operating windows

4.1.1. Model calibration under isothermal conditions
With the model and calibration procedure given in Ref. [68], the

SOE model was calibrated considering the average cell performances of
the measurements iV1/2/3/4 [46] and cell dimensions given in Ref.
[107]. The relationships of the measured and calculated current den-
sities of each experimental point, namely the parity plot, are illustrated
in Figure S 2. Together with Fig. 6, the predictions agree well with each
experimental iV curve. Particularly, when the average cell current
density becomes large (e.g., over 0.6 A/cm2) compared to the reactant
feed flow rate, the reactant starvation is captured by the mass diffusion
equations employed (i.e., dusty gas model). It can be concluded that the
calibrated model is satisfactory for the purposes of this paper and the
average SRU performance can be aggregated to represent the stack
performance.

4.1.2. Operating windows under adiabatic conditions
Practical (adiabatic) performance differs from the isothermal per-

formance presented in the previous section. Only a limited temperature
variation was observed during experiments, due to the temperature
stabilization by electrical heating for the large heat losses without stack
insulation. However, under adiabatic conditions, electrochemical per-
formance and cell temperature are interacted strongly, as shown in Figs.
S 3–S 5. Therefore, adiabatic operating maps can be more credible to
screen feasible operating points under different operating conditions.
High-resolution initial operating maps for the SOE at 750 °C (inlet

temperature) and 1 bar under adiabatic conditions are generated for H2,
METH, MeOH synthesis with or without gas recirculation. The obtained
operating maps, simplified in Figs. S 6 – S 10, are visualized as oper-
ating windows in Fig. 7 and Figure S 11.
For each operating window, the lower line is constrained by the

minimum reactant utilization considered, while the upper line is con-
strained by one of the factors:

• for large current densities, the maximum allowed temperature,
• for medium current densities, the maximum allowed reactant utili-
zation, and
• for small current densities, the minimum allowed temperature.
When applying large current densities, increasing feed flows cannot

provide enough cooling and there is not enough parameter space to
adjust the operating variables. When operating at low current densities,
the small ohmic heating cannot maintain the stack temperature.
Particularly, it is difficult to find initial operating points below 0.2 A/
cm2 at 1 bar and 750 °C (inlet temperature). In the medium range of
current density, increasing the current density and feed flows generally
enlarge the operating windows, and achieve, at the upper line, the

Fig. 6. Comparison between measured and predicted iV curves. Scattered
symbols are measured iV points, while solid lines are the predicted iVs. The
predictions for iV5/6 are given without illustrating the experimental points (see
Ref. [46]).
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practical maximum reactant utilization at a safe stack temperature.
Increasing anode feed flows extends the operating windows at low

and high current densities. For example, in Fig. 7 a, there are no feasible
initial points below 0.4 A/cm2 without sweep gas, while with 20 sccm/
cm2 sweep gas the stack can even operate below 0.3 A/cm2 due to the
heat supplied by the sweep gas. A high flow rate of sweep gas allows the
stack operation with large operating voltage to ensure that the heat
produced internally can be removed to avoid overheating issues. Be-
sides, the cathode gas recirculation is positive for extending the oper-
ating windows, particularly for the low and medium current density,
and results in a smooth upper line of the windows (Fig. 7 b vs Fig. S 11
a; S 11 c vs e).
The operating iV windows of CE (Fig. 7 b and Figure S 11 a, c, e) are

broader than those of SE (Fig. 7 a). For CE, it has been identified in Ref.
[108] that the electro-chemical reaction is dominated by H2O electro-
lysis, and the CO2 fed into the stack is converted by RWGS (Eq. (3)). At
the same current density, CE presents higher voltage due to, e.g.,

additional mass diffusion resistance, and produces more heat inside the
stack than SE. On the contrary, the endothermic RWGS can absorb heat
and affect the stack temperature. Therefore, the iTout map depends on
the rate of RWGS, which increases with the increase in current density
(CO2 feed fraction): At lower current density, the temperature range of
the CE is larger due to relatively low RWGS rate, while at high current
density, the stack temperature can still be below the maximum allowed
value even with higher voltage.

4.2. Performance of power-to-fuel systems

4.2.1. The selected stack operating points
To evaluate the performance of different PtF systems in a fair and

rational way, three similar adiabatic operating points suitable for the
downstream fuel synthesis are chosen from the corresponding operating
maps identified in section 4.1.2 and listed in Table 2: P1 SE, P2 CE for
methane, and P3 CE for MeOH, DME and GASO. The current densities

Fig. 7. Initial operating windows of SE (a, c) and CE with syngas production for methane synthesis (b, d). The SOE is operated under adiabatic conditions at
atmospheric pressure and an inlet temperature of 750 °C with no heat losses considered. Feasible operating points are selected based on the constraints of the
maximum temperature gradient between the inlet and outlet (120 °C), a minimum temperature of 680 °C, a practical reactant-utilization range of 50–90% and 10 vol
% H2 at the cathode feed. Feasible operating points are identified by adjusting the feed flow rates of steam (2–20 sccm/cm2) and oxygen (0–20 sccm/cm2). Gas
recirculation ratio and CO2 flow rate are determined to achieve specific syngas modular number and 10 vol% H2 at the cathode feed. Details of all the operating
points have been listed in Figs. S 6 – S 10. The operating maps for methane production without gas recirculation and methanol production are given in Figure S 11.
The green stars in these figures are selected as the operating points for the system analysis in section 4.2. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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of all selected operating points are set at 0.5 A/cm2 (with the exception
of SE, see note) as often used for durability tests (e.g., Table 1) and
demonstration plants. All chosen points are under atmospheric pres-
sure, thus internal methanation will not be promoted. The recirculation
of cold cathode gas is 11–17% and the reactant utilization reaches 77 –
86%. The details listed in Table 2 lay the ground to discuss and compare
the performance of various power-to-fuel systems in the following
sections.

4.2.2. Thermodynamic performance
System-level heat integration is first investigated and compared

among different power-to-fuel systems with fixed SOE hardware (150
stacks of 50 × 87.7 cm2 active area). Then, the difference in system
efficiency is further elaborated.

4.2.2.1. System-level heat integration. As shown in Fig. 8, the bottleneck
of heat integration is a large amount of heat required for steam
generation, in case of no waste heat available from neighboring
industrial processes. If heat self-sufficiency cannot be achieved,
external hot utilities, e.g., electrical heating, must be used to drive
part of the steam generation. For example, electrical heating is always
necessary for PtH, although the compression heat, if properly valorized,
can contribute 1/4 of the total heat required by the steam generation
(Fig. 8 a).
Heat released from exothermic fuel synthesis processes can improve

the overall heat integration and reduce hot-utility consumption, parti-
cularly, when combining with CE. For producing the same amount of
fuels (current density applied), CE needs less steam fed into the stack,
due to the local steam supply when converting CO2 to CO internally via
RWGS. For PtMETH (Fig. 8 a), both CO and CO2 methanation reactions
are very exothermic, whose heat is enough to drive the steam genera-
tion for the chosen stack operating points. The minimal electrical
heating is used only for heating the SOE inlets to 750 °C. Therefore, no
big benefits could be offered by CE for producing methane without
utilizing available waste heat.
For PtMeOH/DME (Fig. 8 b and c), CE significantly improves plant-

wise heat integration, due to that (1) CE requires only half of the steam
required by SE for the chosen operating points. (2) CO methanolization
(Eq. (5)) is more exothermic than CO2 methanolization (Eq. (4)). For
the same amount of carbon conversion (without utilizing water con-
densation heat), CO methanolization generates 3.8 times more heat
than CO2 methanolization at 260 °C, while CO methanation generates
only 1.3 times more heat compared to the CO2 methanation at 300 °C.
This is the major reason for the two different plateaus at 260 °C in Fig. 8
b and c. These two factors result in a significant reduction in electrical
heating for CE compared with SE.
PtDME with SE (Fig. 8 c) needs more electrical heating than

PtMeOH with SE, although a further exothermic DME synthesis step is
introduced. This is due to that the employed methanol-to-DME process
is operated with pressurized columns at 20 bar, which thus requires
heat for re-boiling at 210 °C and worsens the heat integration.
For PtGASO, no big improvement of heat integration is contributed

by CE, after introducing a further exothermic gasoline-synthesis pro-
cess. The heat available from gasoline synthesis compensates the elec-
trical heating of PtMeOH. There is still (waste) heat available to further
enhance the overall efficiency of PtGASO.

4.2.2.2. System efficiency. The system efficiency of power-to-fuels
depends mainly on four factors: (1) the operating point of the
employed electrolyzer, (2) exergy destruction due to chemical
reaction, (3) system-level heat integration, and (4) waste heat
recovery. When comparing system performances of two SOE-based
systems, similar operating points should be chosen, since the stack
dominates the total power consumption and its operating points
determine the electrolysis (electrical) efficiency, thus the overall
efficiency [9]. Particularly, the stack temperature level affectsTa
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dramatically the electrical efficiency, thus it is not reasonable to
compare two systems with SOE operating at, e.g., 750 and 850 °C.
Since the operating points of the SOE chosen in this paper are similar to
each other and the waste heat recovery has not been considered, the
factors (2) and (3) differentiate the system performances.
The initial system efficiencies with the stack operated at 750 °C are

calculated considering heat integration and compared in Fig. 9 (a). In
general, the more chemical-reaction (energy conversion) steps involved
and the more difficult the chemical reactions, the larger the exergy
destructions will occur, thus leading to lower system efficiencies.
Therefore, PtH offers the highest efficiency (94%), followed by PtMETH
(83%), which is easier compared to power-to-liquids. PtMeOH and
PtDME via MeOH have similar system efficiency (70–80%), due to si-
milar fuel synthesis processes. PtGASO offers the lowest efficiency of
65% for the route of MeOH-DME-GASO.
The benefit of CE for improving system efficiency is illustrated in

Fig. 9 (a). If fuel synthesis processes are exothermic enough to drive all
steam generation without electrical heating, it is not recommended to
use CE. For example, for PtMETH and PtGASO, which require almost no
electrical heating with SE (Fig. 9 b), CE can even slightly reduce the
system efficiency, due to higher voltage (Fig. 9 a). Otherwise, if a lot of
electrical heating is needed with SE, e.g., PtMeOH and PtDME, CE can
reduce dramatically the electrical heating by improved heat integration
(Fig. 9 b) with an efficiency enhancement.

4.2.3. Economic performance
The economic assumptions are 20-year plant life, 8% interest rate,

8000 annual operating hours (AOHs), 48 000-h stack lifetime, 81.64

€/MWh electricity price (similar to German 2018 average for non-
household uses [109], including taxes and green certificate), and 40
€/ton CO2 purchase price. The uncertainty of these parameters is not
investigated here. The stack lifetime of 48 000 h is below the lower
bound mentioned by industrial experts (60 000 to 90 000 h in 2020
[110]). Therefore, 3 replacements of the SOE stacks are needed for
annual 8000-h operation for 20 years. The capital investment of most
equipment is based on the cost functions given in Ref. [52], while that
of SOE stacks is estimated by Ref. [111].
The specific capital expenditure (CAPEX) reduces with an increased

plant capacity, particularly, when the SOE power is below 10–20 MWe
for PtG and 20–30 MWe for PtL (Fig. 10). For small scales, CAPEX is
dominated by the components and auxiliaries in the fuel synthesis
processes. With an increase in plant size, the specific CAPEX of these
components is reduced significantly due to the good economic scaling.
When the plant scale is big enough, SOE dominates the specific CAPEX
by 65–75% for PtL and over 80% for PtG. Additionally, at the same
scale, the specific CAPEX of the CE plants is higher for PtMETH and
PtGASO, but similar for PtMeOH and PtDME. This is mainly due to that
(1) for the chosen operating points CE plants require more stacks to
reach the same power scale, resulting in a higher specific SOE CAPEX of
CE; and (2) for the same power scale, the mass production of MeOH and
DME is higher than those of H2, METH and GASO. As given in Fig. 10 a,
the specific CAPEXs (€/kW LHV product) of the plants over 20 MWe are
calculated as 2000–2500 for H2, 2500–3000 (SE) and 3000–3500 (CE)
for METH, 3500–4300 for MeOH, 3000–4000 for DME, 3800–5000 (SE)
and 4000–5500 (CE) for GASO.
A similar trend of levelized cost of product (LCO) has been given in

Fig. 8. Grand composite curves illustrating system-level heat integration. Operating points P1–P3 of the SOE at 750 °C and 1 bar refer to Table 2. The minimum
temperature differences are 20–30 °C for gas streams and 10 °C for liquid streams.
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Fig. 10 (b); however, the LCO is stabilized with an SOE power over
5–10 MWe and there is no big difference between SE and CE plants for
MeOH, DME (Fig. 10 b): 4.5–4.8 €/kg for H2, 2.1–2.6 €/kg for METH,
1.0–1.1 €/kg for MeOH, 1.4–1.7 €/kg for DME, and 2.6–3.0 €/kg for
GASO. Below 5 MWe, the impact of CAPEX on LCO is significant, while
above 10 MWe the CAPEX share reduces to 30% and LCO is dominated
by electricity consumption (over 60%).
Cheap or even free electricity, e.g., excess renewable power, can

reduce the LCO; however, the decrease in the AOHs when using excess
power can, on the contrary, increase the LCO. As shown in Fig. 11, if

free electricity is available to drive the PtH system at full load for
8000 h per year, the LCO of H2 which is dominated by the SOE CAPEX
will be reduced by 70–75% to 1.2–1.4 €/kg; unfortunately, such an
extreme case can hardly happen in reality. However, if the AOHs are
reduced to 4000 (or 2000) with free electricity, interestingly, the LCO
of H2 is only increased by 30% (or 100%) compared to 8000 AOHs with
free electricity. This is due to fewer stack replacements: only one re-
placement is needed for 4000 AOHs and no replacement required for
2000 AOHs. The decrease in the SOE CAPEX compensates, to some
extent, the negative effect of the decrease in AOHs. Particularly, low
electricity prices will amplify the contribution of SOE CAPEX to the
LCO and will be more beneficial with a further reduction of SOE costs. If
the AOHs are reduced from 2000 to only 1000 without a further re-
duced SOE CAPEX, there will be a significant increase in the LCO of H2.
A similar trend is observed for all other fuels as shown in Figure S

14. It can be concluded that if free excess power is available for over
2000 h per year, the LCO of products can be even lower than 8000

Fig. 9. Comparison of thermodynamic performances of the power-to-fuel sys-
tems using the operating points of the SOE at 750 °C and 1 bar in Table 2. The
given efficiencies are achieved without end-of-pipe waste heat utilization. Ad-
ditional information, e.g., LHV efficiency, power consumption and product
yield, is given in Figure S 12.

Fig. 10. Economic indicators varied with plant scales (economic assumptions: 20-year plant lifetime with 8% interest rate, 8000 annual operating hours, 48 000-h
stack lifetime, 81.64 €/MWh electricity price, and 40 €/ton CO2 purchase price). Additional economic indicators are given in Figure S 13. The costs for startup,
shutdown, transition and product storage (depending on use scenarios) are not considered.

Fig. 11. Impacts of electricity price (0 or 81.64 €/MWh) and AOHs
(1000–8000 h) on the LCO of H2. Different AOHs vary the numbers of stack
replacement (repl.) from 0 to 3 times. The costs for startup, shutdown, transi-
tion and product storage are not considered. The same information is available
for each fuel in Figure S 14.
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AOHs with grid electricity price (81.64 €/MWh considered here), al-
though still higher than industrial production prices. One may question
whether it is possible to find a continuous supply of free electricity for
several hours or even a day. The answer seems to be ‘yes’: based on the
observed hours with negative electricity in Germany (with a relatively
low renewable-energy share in its energy mix), the hours of negative
prices are estimated to be over 1000–1800 h in 2030 [112]. More im-
portantly, it has been reported that, during the first 10 months of 2017,
negative prices of electricity occurred 103 times with a maximum
period of 21 h [113]. Particularly, the prices in Germany at the day-
ahead market of the EPEX Spot were below 0 €/MWh for a total of 31 h
during 28–29 Sep 2017 with the lowest price of −83.06 €/MWh for
15 h [113]. A negative electricity price will further reduce the LCO.

4.3. Long-term operating strategy

Assuming constant current density and feed flows, stack degrada-
tion leads to an increase in voltage, which increases the SOE outlet
temperature. If the degradation rate is relatively large, e.g., 17mV/kh
as measured for the tested stack (2014-design) [46], the SOE outlet
temperature of PtMETH designed with P2 (Table 2) will reach 870 °C
(1.39 V) after 10 kh operation with an efficiency drop from 83% down
to 79% (Figure S 15 a); while, with a 5mV/kh degradation, the SOE
outlet temperature will reach 870 °C after 43 kh (Figure S 15b). It may
be true that SOE lifetime in practice will be defined by the maximum
allowed temperature of the stack and BoP but not by the operating
voltage.
The stack cooling can only be offered by the feed flows. Increasing

sweep-gas and/or steam feed flowrates can reduce the temperature
gradient inside the stack. However, for a system with a specific design
point, the steam flowrate can not be increased infinitely, due to that
additional steam fed than the design amount worsens the heat in-
tegration and may require an extra electrical steam generator, thus
reducing the system efficiency (Figure S 16 a, b). The only remaining
effective means is thus increasing sweep-gas flowrate: With 20 sccm/
cm2 oxygen feed instead of 3 sccm/cm2, the SOE lifetime can be sig-
nificantly increased by 6 kh, although at the cost of lowering the system
efficiency (Figure S 15 a).
Another way of controlling the stack temperature is to reduce the

current density, so that less heat is produced internally. Thus, two
temperature-control strategies were investigated assuming a constant
degradation rate of 17mV/kh (Fig. 12):

(i) S1: Set inlet and outlet temperatures equal along with the stack
operation. Reduce the current density when needed to remain

below 870 °C.
(ii) S2: Set inlet and outlet temperatures equal below 870 °C. Once over

870 °C, the inlet temperature is reset to 750 °C.

For the first 10 kh with 0.5 A/cm2, the SOE outlet temperatures of
S1 and S2 are similar to the reference (REF), where the SOE inlet
temperature is kept constant at 750 °C. System efficiencies of S1 and S2
are higher, due to the increased inlet temperature and the reduced
voltage. The efficiencies are constant, due to that the temperature in-
crease compensates the voltage increment from degradation. The
electrical heating of S1 and S2 is kept constant, since the upper terminal
temperature difference of the cathode-side heat exchanger can be
considered as constant and electrical heater addresses fixed tempera-
ture increase of constant flowrates.
Between 10 and 20 kh, a decrease in the current density becomes

necessary to maintain the cell temperature below 870 °C. A slight dif-
ference is observed between S1 and S2: The efficiency from S1 remains
higher all the time, due to high cell temperature and low voltage
(Figure S 16 a). Although the electrical heating is reduced for S2 (Figure
S 16b), it can not compensate for the increase in electricity consump-
tion due to a higher voltage (Figure S 16 a).
After 20 kh, big efficiency drops are found for both strategies, since

the decreased current density reduces steam utilization and there is not
enough heat from the system to vaporize all steam feed at 0.3 A/cm2. A
further decrease in the current density largely increases the electricity
consumed by steam generation (Figure S 16b).
Therefore, the strategy S1 is preferred because (1) it reduces the

temperature gradient between stack inlet and outlet at each time, and
(2) it offers a higher system efficiency.

5. Conclusions

This paper investigated the SOE-based power-to-fuel systems from
the levels of both stack and system. Three major original tasks have
been performed: (1) at the stack level, practical operating windows
were established with calibrated multi-physical stack model to support
feasible stack operating points; (2) at the system level, techno-economic
performances of power-to-hydrogen, -methane, -methanol, -dimethyl
ether and -gasoline were compared comprehensively considering plant-
wise heat integration with similar stack operating points; and (3) two
long-term operating strategies were investigated to cope with the
thermal management issue raised by stack degradation. The major
original conclusions are:

• For stack operating windows, the temperature and electrochemical
performance of the stack interact strongly under adiabatic condi-
tions. Considering practical constraints, operating windows of the
stack at 750 °C are relatively narrow at low current densities (below
0.4–0.5 A/cm2) and enlarged at increased current densities (0.5–1.0
A/cm2). Co-electrolysis and an increased sweep-gas flow can widen
the operating windows.
• For thermodynamic performance, system efficiency of power-to-
fuels depends on the chemical reaction process and plant-wise heat
integration. With the stack operating at 750 °C, power-to-hydrogen
achieves the highest efficiency (∼95%, higher heating value), fol-
lowed by power-to-methane (∼83%), power-to-methanol/- di-
methyl ether (70–80%) and power-to-gasoline (∼65%). Co-elec-
trolysis can improve the system efficiency of power-to-methanol/-
dimethyl ether with less exothermic fuel-synthesis processes but
offers no advantages in power-to-methane and -gasoline scenarios.
• For economic performance, the levelized cost of the final product of
power-to-fuels is dominated by the electrical grid, if used as a single
power source. The total capital investment is dominated by the
stacks. With excess renewable electricity with low- or even -negative
price, it is still possible to have competitive levelized costs with over
1000 annual operating hours, due to fewer stack replacements.

Fig. 12. Predicted SOE outlet temperature and system efficiency (HHV) along
with operation with a constant degradation rate of 17mV/kh. Reference (REF)
case: SOE inlet temperature kept at 750 °C. No heat losses are considered. The
step of current-density reduction is 0.05 A/cm2 and can be smaller in practice.
Additional information is available in Figure S 16.
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• For long-term operating strategy, the stack lifetime may be de-
termined by the maximum allowed temperature but not the oper-
ating voltage. Increasing steam flowrate is not a feasible way to
hinder the rise of stack temperature, as it only has a limited effect
and may significantly worsen plant-wise heat integration. The in-
crease in sweep-gas flowrate, although negatively affecting system
efficiency, can be effective for controlling the stack temperature. It
is recommended to increase the stack inlet temperature and keep
this temperature close to the outlet temperature during operation.
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Nomenclature

AOHs Annual operating hours
BoP Balance of plant
CAPEX Capital expenditure
CE Co-electrolysis
DME Dimethyl ether
GASO Gasoline
HHV Higher heating value
LCO Levelized cost of product
LHV Lower heating value
LPG Liquified petroleum gas
MeOH Methanol
METH Methane
MtG Methanol-to-gasoline
OPEX Operational expenditure
PtDME Power-to-DME
PtG Power-to-gas
PtGASO Power-to-gasoline
PtH Power-to-hydrogen
PtL Power-to-liquid
PtMeOH Power-to-methanol
PtMETH Power-to-methane
RWGS Reverse water-gas shift reaction
SE Steam-electrolysis
SOE Solid-oxide electrolyzer/electrolysis
SRU Serial repeating unit
YSZ Yttria stabilized zirconia
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